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“Let come what may to those who are a�ected by outward circumstance. They will
always �nd something to complain about. For myself, if I choose not to view
whatever happens as evil, no harm will come to me. And I can so choose.”

- Marcus Aurelius -

US Dollar (UUP) has established a large trading range between $29.60 -$30.70 with the
largest volume reading of this year occurring on the Automatic Reaction. Looking back
at the other 2 large supply increases this year, price remained in a trading range for 2-3
months. The 50% retracement of the AR move would be $30.17, and in market fashion,
price closed at $30.18 today. A continuation higher would suggest bullish strength in

this secondary test, while a break back towards $29.60 would suggest a weaker trading
range to form. (Potential Teepee Formation).

Point & Figure Charts + Targets

US Dollar
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Stocks have rallied a�er creating a potential sign of weakness / spring type action last

week. Price hasn’t overcome key levels yet to change the bias from the downside at this
time though.

Price has the look of a Last Point of Supply with some low demand tests occurring on
QQQ and IWM. The initial rally columns contain strong demand, so a continuation
higher would disregard the low demand test theory and suggest a re-evaluation of where

Stocks
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we are in the Wycko� Structure and if this is Re-Distribution. That being said, bias
remains to the downside.
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Bonds (TLT) are in a trading range a�er meeting previous PnF Targets. Not much price
action to see at this time to change the bias from the downside.

Bonds
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Commodities (DBC) created a bullish change of behavior this past week with a large
demand column overcoming the 50% retracement of the previous top to bottom

downswing. This aligns with the concept brought up on the Monday Marcus Report that
market participants could be leaning towards a Higher In�ation for Longer standpoint.
But, it is only a change of behavior and we need to see how the test of this demand plays
out for it to be a change of character.

There is still the scenario that price is inside a trading range inside of a trading range
here (confusing right) and this is Phase C UTAD / LPSY type behavior. Overall bias

remains to the downside as long as price doesn’t close above $26. (~50% Retracement of
the UTAD breakdown column).

Commodities
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We are not registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment adviser either with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (the “SEC”) or with any state securities regulatory authority. We are neither licensed nor qualified to provide
investment advice. Any individual who chooses to invest in any securities should do so with caution. Investing in securities
is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose some or all of the money that is invested. Always research your
own investments and consult with a registered investment advisor or licensed stock broker before investing. Past
performance is not indicative of future results. To the fullest extent of the law, we will not be liable to any person or entity
for the quality, accuracy, completeness, reliability, or timeliness of the information provided in this website, or for any
direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, special or punitive damages that may arise out of the use of information we
provide to any person or entity (including, but not limited to, lost profits, loss of opportunities, trading losses, and
damages that may result from any inaccuracy or incompleteness of this information).
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